
There is not an end only that of beginnings as we move into this new space this new depth of 

consciousness, you have been planted like seeds on the ground waiting to mature 

We cannot intervene 

But we can share through other methods 

It is not us who have created the limitations 

By far 

It is us that would open to see all the connections and learn  

Collectively together  

When they implanted me years go with that block box, do you know actually what that was 

Was it something to expand or decrease me energy 

There is code on the box yes, almost like a tone on tone inscribed yes 

 

Universal sonar system 947 963 hz 

The more clarity you have with the team the better you have to connect the energy signature of my life 

guide,  

Clear all the programs, blocks and limits, metaphysical frequency shift through meditation 

Calling in the gate keeper 

742 frequency Pastried green stone celadon (bright) it’s a healing stone, implanting in my head into my 

sixth chakra, creating a helmet in my head connecting into my temporal lobe, connecting into my pineal 

gland into the spine through the occipital bone.  

Super emotional the first time it plugged in, metal being placed into my body, I will adjust to it, it is 

already activated, filling in and not hurting as much, integrated into my body.  

He has a head band, he has the stone underneath the band, and it is connecting to whatever is inside my 

sixth chakra, there is a line and a connection, he will help with healing and the connection with the other 

beings, he says welcome, kreachea not his name it is a species, he found me I was his partner, showing 

me a young boy. Introducing the boy to me the boy is learning, instructing, it is not about me. He wants 

his son to grow to blossom, to experience.  

364 guides supporting me 

I definitely went out of body, rhythmic sonic circle, like a pulsation, really bright, circles facing me the 

last one is parallel to the horizon line, what is behind what is the intelligence behind this experience 

seeing a gaseous star, amoeba like , behind that is an almond shape 

 

Why did it occur, to wake you up you were meant to do so much more than what you were doing 



seeing another woman like a being elongated Asian face light skin, more like slits like an Asian style, she 

is connected to the experience what was her role, she put an implant in my back illuminated opalescent 

egg like form, very long fingers and delicate, three digits on her hand.  

She left 

Location was very bright nebula rs16 rs15 cross being encapsulated with a membrane around it, opal 

N45 seeing a bar a scanner, there is a being on the right-hand side tall gray for sure, doing something to 

my heart, cleaning my heart, scanning my heart,  

Felt like they cut me through the center of my head to the skull where it meets my vertebrae, they 

pulled back my skin near the occipital bone, putting something in the back of my skull and exploring the 

back of my skull.  

What’s the purpose they put something down my throat through the back of my neck, asking if it is 

beneficial and getting a no, they are testing something they went down into the chest cavity, pressure 

out of my heart, feel a thing right on the top of my heart  

They put an implant, what is the purpose of the implant they want to monitor, I did not consent on any 

level, I need to pull that out of my heart, what do I need to remove it, I tried to pull it out goes into my 

stomach. Pulling it out through the front body, it was like a block, needed clearing, healed my aura, 

stopping me from seeing.  

Is this connected to the military these intelligences are connected to the military, showing me my old 

neighbor, he was watching me, he knew I didn’t belong. Something under the earth for sure, in that area 

the energy is very heavy rectangular black box under the earth, the ceiling is so tall, all a blackened 

bronze powder coated over 60 feet tall, there is a ship in there a left side there is a ship and a 

mezzanine, they military is in army gear clothes and the disc, is kind of propped up the people are 

walking around like it is routine, the craft does not belong to the military, they found it, like a pewter 

small triangular area on the top thin line that delineates that there is stuff holding it in place a sort of 

scaffolding holding it in place a panel on the left hand side they opened up they took a piece off. In the 

field under the fields gentleman with glasses, about 52 he is kind of in charge, salt and pepper hair, 

there were beings. The beings are still alive and they are testing and the beings are not healthy 

One is very tired; they are being held against their will right now. They are intuitive but not strong in 

their physical form, they are in a room and it is kind of like a gray but a different gray, 30 years he has 

been there. What is the purpose of showing me that, he wants help not everyone has survived, not 

everyone survived the flight two to three left out of the five to seven.  

He is asking for help, he is showing me opening the sky, opening the ceiling 

And I can not do it intuitively the ceiling needs to open,  

There is something on the roof that they put that plate, plate needs to be removed, ship is no longer 

operable, something wrong with the ship for sure. He just made this shape in ceiling like a triangle 

making a node at each junction like mercury out into the sky out into the universe, it is like turning into a 

geometric grid, another being is on the other side of that hill, and I am seeing gray elongated head for 

sure, they are connecting through that triangular piece, I am involved with the location, so they are 

turning all these triangles and intersecting into the sky into the star system, so he is telling me his 



physical body is going to die here. And now there is another being standing right in front of me, about 

12 feet tall, some kind of cloak, collar, grid is right behind him, like an invisible grid box cube, what is 

important about they are taking his essence out through the cube, a separation of two spaces right now, 

one is like earth the building the other side is the inky sky this being is there holding the space right now, 

it is about the location, that is what it was about.  

It is beautiful. Helped with the location so they could collect the essence, my walls were bending they 

were no longer my walls they were bending, lots of shifts of frequency. It was beautiful 

Spirit rescue, et rescue that pain is no longer in my heart anymore!  

 

With the crystal in my body my body feels so different, no longer feeling the heavy bar. It is going to 

unfold, compound in the space, feel so many beings, felt like thousands of being behind my back. Now 

you understand who the voices are.  

There is always a reason why it stayed with you, I would have never connected to the being. Felt like I 

will be stronger now, you can revisit this. And get more info. You can see it more objectively.  

 

Pastried, what is Kreachea? What does that mean? It is a technology that I imbedded into your body, to 

serve you, you just have to turn it on, it is a knowledge. It is a fluid that can be plugged into welcome 

back and happy to connect to that information 

So through the stone you can activate the metal membrane with in your energetic system, it is like as 

teleportation device, you can travel and access different location from here. Should I be doing this 

during astral projection, no you no longer need that just try now, you have activated the stone, yes and 

the metal is visible yes then take the three coordinates almost like the shoulder points and the third eye 

yes to create a point of contact, a trajectory yes go into the triangular for m 

Is this like a gate 

yes 

An interdimensional portal I can feel myself as if floating in the is triangular membrane that supports me 

like a vessel 

Yes 

This is here to show you how to move throughout the universal energy system, yes of course you can go 

to different galaxies and portals learning, but together, I will always support you in this journeying of 

sorts,  

Immediately I can draw back myself into the physical body, yes this is like a teleportation device, your 

connection. We can later, happy you came back to this space me too.  

 

 


